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It’s just that they develop quietly, and no one else knows about it.

The current strength is quite strong.

They also interpret a truth – technology can still match the gods.

The resources deceived from Ye Junlin can hardly help them.

Xingguo not only copied a lot of technology, but also copied the name

of Daxia Shensi.

They incorporated all the gods into a new organization – the Celestials!

It means that they are descendants of the gods.

But they are used to plagiarism.

It’s nothing.

He even said madly – Daxia people are all descendants of the Star

Kingdom.

Therefore, they had a plan to divide up Daxia before, and wanted

Daxia to return to the embrace of the star country.

Unfortunately it failed.

After the recovery of the spiritual energy, Xingguo has been releasing

the remarks that Daxia is their descendant.

They say that everything in Daxia belongs to them.

Even the genius doctor Yan Zangsheng was said to be a star country.

Said his ancestors were in the star country.

…

There are many operations like this.

If possible, they all want to move Daxia to Xingguo.

With such an operation, it is normal to defraud Ye Junlin’s resources.

It’s just that these guys are so bad.

Not to deceive in the name of Xingguo, but to deceive one by one.

This is the force that defrauded Ye Junlin with the most resources.

Of course combined.

But it’s not according to the theory of the stars, but one person by one.

But it’s actually one thing.

Except for the organization of revenge Hydra, Xingguo defrauded the

most resources.

The first person Ye Junlin looked for was Xingguo.

There is a huge base in the location of the Celestial God Race, called

the Heavenly God Base.

Ye Junlin came.

Seeing Ye Junlin and his party coming to the Tianshen Base, they were

shocked.

They are all guessing why Ye Junlin and the others are here.

Shortly after.

Li Chengmin appeared.

As the most powerful person in the gods, Li Chengmin has a high

status and status.

Especially now that she is still in charge of the existence of the Celestial

Clan.

This is Ye Junlin coming.

If other people come, it is estimated that Li Chengmin will not see each

other.

I saw that Li Chengmin had a liquid battle suit on his body, and there

was still aura that was condensed into liquid flowing.

This is the equipment created by Xingguo to match the gods.

It is at least 1.5 times more powerful when used.

Like Li Chengmin’s equipment, when used, the defense is increased by

at least 22 times, and the attack is increased by 18 times.

This is unimaginable technology.

A group of gods around Li Chengmin also have such equipment.

The combat power is by no means comparable to the gods of other

countries.

After all, all the gods have greatly improved their combat power.

Soon hundreds of gods poured out from the base of the Celestial Clan,

and they surrounded Ye Junlin and his party.

“have not seen you for a long time?”

Li Chengmin looked at Ye Junlin’s indifferent way.

“Indeed, long time no see!”

Ye Junlin nodded, but then said: “You have become more shameless!”

“What did you say???”

In a word, all the gods in Xingguo were blown away.

They stared at Ye Junlin one by one.

It’s just that Li Chengmin wasn’t angry.

Just look at Ye Junlin.

There seemed to be a hint of playfulness in his eyes.

“I heard that you are talking all over the place, we Daxia belong to your

star country? It’s shameless!”

“Do you know what everyone is calling you outside?”

Ye Junlin asked.

Li Chengmin held back the angry crowd and asked with a smile,

“What?”

“The country of origin of the universe! Because you feel that

everything in the world is yours, this is yours, that is yours, and even

the entire universe is yours! Hence the name!”

Ye Junlin said.

“Hahaha……”

Li Chengmin laughed first.

But then the smile stopped abruptly, stared at Ye Junlin and asked, “So

you are here for this matter?”
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